In the past decades, the cardiovascular community has laid out the fundamental signaling cascades that become awry in the cardiomyocyte during the process of pathologic cardiac remodeling. These pathways are initiated at the cell membrane and work their way to the nucleus to mediate gene expression. Complexity is multiplied as the cardiomyocyte is subjected to cross talk with other cells as well as a barrage of extracellular stimuli and mechanical stresses. In this review, we summarize the signaling cascades that play key roles in cardiac function and then we proceed to describe emerging concepts of how the cardiomyocyte senses the mechanical and environmental stimuli to transition to the deleterious genetic program that defines pathologic cardiac remodeling. As a highlighting example of these processes, we illustrate the transition from a compensated hypertrophied myocardium to a decompensated failing myocardium, which is clinically manifested as decompensated heart failure.
Introduction
The cardiomyocyte constitutes approximately one third of the cellular makeup of the heart, but accounts for three quarters of the myocardial volume [1] . The heart, and in the particular the cardiomyocyte, is subjected to a barrage of stimuli; the response of the cardiomyocyte to these stimuli dictates the function of the organ, and ultimately the host. The cardiomyocyte is a terminally differentiated cell. Upon insult such as infarction, the remaining cardiomyocytes cannot undergo hyperplasia. Instead, the remaining cardiomyocytes can increase protein synthesis, cell size, the number of sarcomeres, the number of contractile proteins, and the number of mitochondria [2] . The hypertrophy and elongation of the cardiomyocyte is reflected in the increased mass of the ventricle.
The adult heart undergoes ''physiological hypertrophy'' in response to pregnancy and exercise. Physiologic and pathophysiologic stimuli act upon membrane-bound receptors that in turn activate intracellular signal transduction pathways such as the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) cascade, calcineurin-NFAT (nuclear factor of activated T cells), insulin-like growth factor-I-phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase-Akt/protein kinase B, amongst others. The cascades elicited by these stimuli are ultimately reflected at the gene transcription level. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] The pathologic responses that the heart can be exposed to include, but are not limited to inflammation (myocarditis), ischemia, ischemia-reperfusion injury, biomechanical stress, excess neurohormonal activation, excess afterload (hypertension, aortic stenosis), and cytokine storm amongst others [2] . Cardiac remodeling is a complex process that summarizes the alterations in cardiac structure, shape, and function that result from pathologic stimuli. Cardiac remodeling encompasses the changes at the cellular and gene expression that occur upon insult. Grossly, the size, shape, and thickness changes that constitute cardiac remodeling influence the ventricular function and prognosis following insult [9] [10] [11] . The extracellular matrix, cellular architecture (comprising the sarcomeres), and genetic programs all contribute to this process. Remodeling encompasses both the acute events following insult (within 90 min of an ST-Elevation Myocardial Infarction) as well as the long-standing events (lasting up to months or even years following the insult) [1] . Cardiac remodeling is mediated by cardiomyocytes, fibroblasts, myofibroblasts, immune cells, and the endothelial cells [12] .
There are two manifestations of hemodynamic overload mediated cardiac hypertrophy: [9] .
1. Hypertension and aortic stenosis impart Pressure Overload. At the cellular level, this leads to the addition of sarcomeres in parallel, increased myocyte cross-sectional area, and pronounced ventricular wall thickening. Grossly, clinicians refer to this as concentric hypertrophy.
Mitral regurgitation and aortic regurgitation impart
Volume Overload. This is grossly manifest as eccentric hypertrophy, and reflects ventricular dilation mediated by an increase in myocyte length and the addition of sarcomeres in series.
The failing left ventricle, at clinical presentation, is dilated with variable wall thickness. Histologically, the cardiomyocyte at this point is elongated [13] .
The prime example of cardiac remodeling occurs after myocardial infarction. The rearrangement of cardiomyocytes in surviving myocardium results in ventricular dilatation with thinning of the wall [infarct expansion]. The non-infarcted (or viable) region, in response to the newly acquired workload, undergoes hyperplasia [12] . The end result of these pathologic stimuli include the reactivation of the fetal gene program and ultimately altered protein synthesis, and alteration in cardiomyocyte shape and structure [14] . Initially, these changes can be beneficial [repair of the necrotic area in the case of infarct followed by scar formation], and the cardiac output is maintained at the expense of larger volumes. However, the diastolic and systolic stresses eventually overwhelm the system, with decline of ejection fraction. The culmination of these remodeling events is impaired cardiac contractility, manifesting clinically as heart failure [15, 16] . The remodeling process may itself induce further stress upon the ventricular wall, inciting a vicious cycle of stress and remodeling. Clinically, guidelines are in place to curtail the pathologic remodeling process (specifically, the institution of betablocker prior to discharge for those patients who have suffered myocardial infarction) [17] .
The cardiomyocyte undergoes cross talk with the surrounding endothelial cells, fibroblasts, and inflammatory cells (neutrophils, macrophages, lymphocytes) depending on the context [12, 18] . The translation of biomechanical forces to gene expression presumably integrates signals from extracellular matrix, the cell membrane, membrane-bound ion channels, the cytoskeleton, sarcomere, mitochondria, and endoplasmic reticulum [19, 20] . Complexity is multiplied at the cytoplasmic/nucleus interface and then the nucleus itself, upon which the signals are converged upon gene expression; even at this point, there is fine-tuning of the message by microRNA, enzymatic modification, posttranslational modification, amongst others. The reemergence of the fetal gene program is defined by induction of mRNA for atrial natriuretic factor, b-type natriuretic peptide, skeletal aactin, and b-myosin heavy chain [3, 5] .
In addition to the elaboration of paracrine and autocrine signaling elicited by mechanical stretch, the stimulus leads to the activation of cardiomyocyte angiotensin II type I receptor directly (without the involvement of angiotensin II) [16, 21] . Signaling pathways converge on a limited number of intracellular signaling cascades including mitogen-activated protein kinases, the PI3K-Akt-GSK-3 pathway, calcium/calmodulin-dependent calcineurin phosphorylation, or small GTPases such as Ras, Rac, or RhoA [22] [23] [24] . In this review, we will focus on how pathophysiological stimuli influence the adult cardiomyocyte for remodeling.
Key cardiomyocyte molecular integrators of pathologic remodeling G-protein coupled receptors
Integral to the process of signal induced cardiac remodeling is altered intracellular calcium homeostasis and the effected pathways. Cardiomyocyte G-protein coupled receptors [b1-adrenoreceptor, a1-adrenoreceptor, and Angiotensin II type 1 receptor] act via Ga heterotrimeric G proteins to effect signaling cascades which mediate intracellular calcium handling and ultimately pathologic hypertrophy [25] . Specifically, b1-adrenoreceptor is coupled to Ga s ; stimulation of this pathway is mediated by adenylyl cyclase, cyclic AMP, and protein kinase A. Protein kinase A (PKA) exerts its effects on the sarcoplasmic reticulum (and subsequent release of calcium); PKA also dictates pathologic hypertrophy via its effects on gene transcription in the nucleus [26] . a1-adrenoreceptor is coupled to Ga q/11 . Stimulation of this pathway leads to activation of diacylglycerol (DAG) and Inositol-1,4,5-triphosphate (IP3) [27] . DAG activates protein kinase Ca, which acts upon the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) to release calcium [28] . IP3 directly bids to its receptor on the SR to mediate the release of calcium [29] . Angiotensin II binds to its receptor (Angiotensin II type 1 receptor) and the associated Ga q/11 . This activates phospholipase-Cb which activates IP3, resulting in calcium release. Angiotensin II, via Ga q/11 also stimulates a signaling cascade resulting in the activation of c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) and p38, which have direct effects on gene expression leading to pathologic hypertrophy ( Fig. 1) [30] .
RhoA
RhoA is a key integrator of signal transduction, relaying pleiotropic signals from the plasma membrane ranging from intracellular calcium handling to gene expression. The role of RhoA in cardiac fibroblasts is well established [31] , yet this key regulator of the actin cytoskeleton is less defined in the cardiomyocyte. The cardiomyocytespecific null RhoA mice that Lauriol et al. [14] . generated had no overt phenotype at basal conditions. However, upon subjection to transverse aortic constriction (TAC), which results in chronic pressure overload, the mice developed an accentuated dilated cardiomyopathy and accelerated decline in cardiac contractility. RhoA in cardiomyocytes is required for modulation of calcium handling and phosphorylation of MLC (myosin light chain). Furthermore, RhoA deletion obliterated the phosphorylation of ERK1/2 and AKT [both of which are prohypertrophic and pro-survival signals]. Finally, the authors demonstrated the integral role of RhoA in the cardiomyocyte in the fibrotic response, via the nuclear transcription factors MRTF-A and SRF, to chronic pressure overload. In sum, RhoA in cardiomyocytes is essential for protection against dilated cardiomyopathy, whereas it promotes the myocardial fibrotic response in response to chronic pressure overload.
Protein kinase C
There are ten different isoforms of the calcium-or lipidactivated PKC, leading to complexity and variation in physiologic function [32] . Ytrehus et al. demonstrated that PKC-dependent phosphorylation was required for protection against ischemia/reperfusion injury [33] . Subsequent studies demonstrated that PKCe activation provided cardioprotection, whereas PKCd activation mediates acute injury in the setting of myocardial ischemia. Angiotensin II, endothelin, and catecholamines bind to a-adrenergic receptors on cardiomyocytes, which are coupled to the heterotrimeric G proteins [34] . Initiation of this pathway stimulates the activation and membrane translocation of PKCa by the bound DAG and calcium. PKCa, the isoform predominantly expressed in the human and mouse heart, is activated during hypertrophy in the setting of heart failure as well as following myocardial infarction. PKCa regulates cardiac contractility. PKCa -/-mice demonstrate increased contractility following exposure to stimuli such as b-adrenergic receptor stimulation. Mechanistically, this occurs through increased Ca 2? loading in the sarcoplasmic reticulum. Deletion of PKCa in mice provided protection against pressure overload and myocardial infarction. In contradistinction, PKCa transgenic mice demonstrated reduced cardiac performance at the age of 4 months, and hypertrophy at 6 months. Although several convincing mechanisms have been proposed to clarify PKC's role in cardiac contractility, the mechanism regarding PKC's role in cardiac remodeling has yet to be concretely laid out [35, 36] .
Protein kinase D
The protein kinase (PKD) family consists of three isoforms, and was first identified in myocardium. PKC phosphorylates and activates PKD. Stimuli leading to the activation of PKD include phenylephrine, ET-1, angiotensin II, and aldosterone [37] . Pathophysiologically, myocardial PKD is activated by hypertension, pressure overload, and chronic neurohormonal signaling [38] . The activities of PKD include myofilament troponin I phosphorylation (resulting in reduced calcium sensitivity) and mediation of transcriptional activity [39] . PKD is activated by G-protein coupled receptors; in parallel with the Ca 2? /calmodulin-dependent kinase mediated cascade, these stimuli converge upon histone deacetylases (HDACs). The resultant phosphorylation of class II HDACs leads to their nuclear export, exposing and freeing the MEF2 family of transcription factors for transcriptional activation of the pathologic cardiac remodeling gene program. Fielitz et al. generated cardiac-specific knockout of PKD1, and demonstrated attenuation of hypertrophy following transverse aortic constriction (TAC), angiotensin II infusion, and isoproterenol infusion [38] . Furthermore, the mice had curtailed fetal gene expression upon exposure to pathologic stimuli.
Insulin and the insulin-like growth factor 1 Peptide growth factors (e.g. insulin and insulin-like growth factor 1 [IGF1]) activate the phosphatidylinositol 3 0 -kinase (PI3K)-signaling cascade to mediate physiologic cardiac hypertrophy; however, perturbations of these pathways can lead to pathologic maladaptation [16] . Insulin, IGF-1 and angiotensin II can activate the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and/or the PI3K-Akt signaling cascades. Insulin controls the entry of glucose into the cardiomyocyte; the often seen insulin resistance in heart failure limits the glucose availability and hence ATP synthesis [40] . Insulin bids to the insulin receptor (tyrosine kinase), leading to the activation of the PI3-AKT signaling cascade. Cardiac-specific insulin receptor null mice exhibit exaggerated systolic dysfunction and dilation 4 weeks postaortic banding; this is accompanied by increased interstitial collagen deposition in comparison to wild-type mice [41] . In conditions of health, insulin and IGF-1 stimulate the PI3K/PKB/Akt to potentiate cardiac growth and physiologic hypertrophy in response to exercise. In pathophysiologic situations such as the metabolic syndrome, it is suggested that hyperinsulinemia activates angiotensin II and overstimulates MAPK signaling, with resultant ventricular hypertrophy, dysfunction, and fibrosis [42] [43] [44] . IGF-1 is the hepatic metabolic product of growth hormone. High-fat diets reduce IGF-1 levels; in animal models, exogenous IGF-1 prevents impaired myocardial contractility in the setting of high-fat diet mediated cardiomyopathy [45] . IGF-1 acts on its transmembrane tyrosine kinase receptor with subsequent activation of the PI3K-AKT cascade [46] . In this instance, the AKT activates phosphoinositide-dependent protein kinase 1 (PDK1), and subsequently the glycogen synthase kinase 3b (GSK3b), which modulates the hypertrophic gene program via NFAT transcription factors.
Glycogen synthase kinase-3 (GSK-3)
Glycogen synthase kinase-3 (GSK-3) is a serine/threonine kinase that was originally named for its regulation of glycogen synthase [47] . The role of GSK-3b is most wellknown in the Wnt signaling pathway. Specifically, the binding of Wnt ligand to the Frizzled receptor culminates in the stabilization of the potent nuclear transactivator, b-catenin. GSK-3b is actually active in unstimulated cells, and its role is to degrade b-catenin and prevent aberrant transcription. The activation of the Wnt signaling cascade leads to the degradation of GSK-3b, thereby resulting in the nuclear accumulation and activation of b-catenin and lymphoid enhancer factor-1 (LEF)/T cell factor (TCF) transcription factor mediated transcriptional program. This entire program becomes awry in colorectal cancer, amongst other tumors [48] . With regard to the heart, this pathway is required for cardiac hypertrophy and fibrosis. Although GSK-3b has received the majority of the scientific community's attention, it is now apparent that GSK-3a is critical to cardiomyocyte function. Upon activation of hypertrophic signaling cascades initiated by the actors stated above (GPCRs, PKA, RhoA, PKC, and PKD), GSK-3 is phosphorylated (and hence its inhibitory activity is shut down). The inactivation of GSK-3 results in the activation of potent nuclear transcription factors invoked in the hypertrophic response [NFAT, b-catenin, and translational elongation factors [eIF2B] [49, 50] .
In their seminal paper, the Force group demonstrated that GSK-3b was inhibited by hypertrophic stimuli in vitro (Endothelin-1 and IGF-1) as well as in vivo (post-aortic banding). They further demonstrated that the fetal gene expression program was mediated by this inhibition, via activation of NFAT [51] . Studies over the succeeding 15 years have narrowed down GSK-3b as the dominant isoform regulating hypertrophic response to ischemic insult; cardiac-specific deletion of GSK-3b protected the mouse against left ventricular dilatation following experimentally induced infarction. However, the same group demonstrated that GSK-3b was not implicated in the hypertrophic response to pressure overload (in a TAC model) [49, 50] .
The GSK-3b null mouse was determined to be embryonic lethal, whereas deletion of GSK-3a did not affect development. Using mice with cardiomyocytespecific deletion of GSK-3a, it was determined that this molecule promotes cardiac remodeling and infarct expansion following experimental infarction. Cardiacspecific deletion of GSK-3a protected against ventricular chamber dilation and depressed ejection fraction in the infarct model [50, 52] .
Calcium
The failing heart is characterized abnormal contraction and relaxation during periods of tachycardia. This is thought to be a direct result of decreased intracellular calcium in the diseased cardiomyocyte. Cardiomyocyte contraction is due to a transient rise in cytosolic calcium, as it causes movement of contractile myofibrils leading to cell contraction. Calcium enters the cardiomyocyte through L-type calcium channels. This entry triggers a larger wave of calcium release by the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) into the cytosol through the ryanodine receptor (RyR exchanger (NCX), which is located along T-tubules, mediates physiologic relaxation [9, [53] [54] [55] [56] . Abnormalities in calcium handling during heart failure are attributed to:
1. Impaired calcium re-uptake defective or reduced SERCA [57] .
Calcium leak through dysfunctional of RyRs that
remain open in diastole [58] . 3. Redistribution of NCX from predominantly the T-tubules to a more even distribution amongst the T-tubules and sarcolemma [59] .
Abnormal intracellular calcium handling leads to activation of the calmodulin-dependent phosphatase calcineurin, a necessity in the progression of maladaptive hypertrophy [16] . The components of calcineurin include a catalytic subunit (CnA) and a regulatory subunit (CnB) [3] . The serine-threonine protein phosphatase calcineurin dephosphorylates nuclear factor of activated T cells (NFAT) transcription factors, leading to their nuclear translocation. Transgenic overexpression of CnA in mice results in aberrant dephosphorylation of NFAT, with subsequent translocation of the transcription factor to the nucleus. Once in the nucleus, NFAT associates with the GATA4 and myocyte enhancer factor-2 (MEF2) transcription factors to drive the maladaptive hypertrophic gene program [60, 61] .
Calmodulin kinase II (CaMKII) is a serine/threonine protein kinase, activated by Ca 2? /calmodulin, and an integrator of divergent signaling pathways. Specific to cardiac hypertrophy, CAMKII activity is stimulated by neurohormonal, b-adrenergic, and angiotensin II signals. CaMKII exerts its effects through its locations in cytoplasm as well as the nucleus; of the four isoforms, CaMKIId and CAMKIIc are expressed in the heart. CaMKII phosphorylates the ryanodine receptor RyR2, causing sarcoplasmic reticulum leak of calcium with resultant heart failure [62] . Weinreuter Unexpectedly, however, the same group demonstrated that CaMKII phosphorylation of calcineurin A represses the calcineurin-NFAT pathway, in effect executing an anti-hypertrophic mechanism [61] .
MAP kinases
Mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs) stimulate cell proliferation, differentiation, and ultimately can activate the fetal gene program. The three terminal effectors of this signaling cascade [p38 kinase, c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK), and extracellular regulated protein kinase 1/2 (ERK1/2)] are acted upon by upstream MAPK kinases (MEKs). This pathway is hyperactive in human heart failure. Progressive studies demonstrated numerous instigators of this signaling cascade: GPCRs (angiotensin II, endothelin-1, adrenergic receptors), receptor tyrosine kinases (IGF-1), reactive oxygen species, ultraviolet irradiation, osmotic stress, and mechanical stretch stimuli. Traditionally, ERKs have been thought to mediate mitogenic and growth stimuli, whereas the p38 and JNK are referred to as the stress-activated protein kinases [64, 65] . Constitutive activation of ERK1/2 results in the development of concentric hypertrophy; ERK1/2 act upon NFAT to mediate cardiac hypertrophy [3] . p38 appears to have both functions that are both detrimental to the heart as well as cardioprotective [66] . It has become evident that the MAPK pathway cross-talks with many other signaling cascades to regulate the function of cardiomyocytes. [68, 70] . The MEF2 family of MADS (MCM1, agamous, deficiens, serum response factor) box transcription factors are essential to heart development as well as cardiac remodeling in the pathological state. They integrate stress signals and dictate gene expression. MEF2a and MEF2c genes are essential for cardiac contractility and development, respectively, as determined by studies of null mice. In the adult heart, MEF2A and MEF2D heterodimerize and serve as the major MEF2 isoforms. As above, CAMKII or PKD alleviation of HDAC repression allows expression of MEF2 transcriptional activity. Additionally, MEF2 transcription factors are directly activated by phosphorylation induced by MAPK signaling. Mice lacking MEF2d display an attenuation of cardiac remodeling in response to pressure overload or chronic b-adrenergic stimulation. In contradistinction, forced cardiac overexpression of MEF2d provoked severe cardiomyopathy [71] .
The nuclear integrators of pathophysiological remodeling
The nuclear factors of activated T cells (NFATs) belong to the Rel family transcription factors and are populated by five family members (NFATc1, NFATc2, NFATc3, NFATc4, and NFAT5) [72] . Wilkins et al. demonstrated that calcineurin-NFAT signaling was integral to pathologic cardiac remodeling [73] . Interestingly, this group observed suppression of NFAT activity upon physiologic cardiac remodeling (i.e., exercise-induced hypertrophy). Upon activation, calcineurin binds and dephosphorylates the hyperphosphorylated and sequestered cytoplasmic NFAT transcription factors, permitting nuclear translocation and transcription of genes responsible for the onset of pathologic cardiac remodeling (Fig. 2) . NFAT factors only weakly bind to DNA, and are seen to interact with other transcription factors (e.g. MEF2, GATA 4/6, and NF-jB) in the execution of cardiomyocyte hypertrophic gene expression. NFATc1 null mice are embryonically lethal as a consequence of valvular defects. Deletion of NFATc2 or NFATc3 attenuates remodeling upon exposure to pathologic stimuli [3, 4] .
The GATA transcription factors, of which there are six family members, contain DNA-binding domains consisting of zinc fingers [74] . GATA-4 is expressed in embryonic hearts and GATA-4 null mice are embryonic lethal due to a failure of cardiac development. In the adult heart, GATA-4 mediates genes essential for pathologic cardiac hypertrophy. GATA-4 is directly phosphorylated by Erk1/2 and p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase. Moreover, mice bearing transgenically overexpressed GATA-4 or GATA-6 suffered heart failure and reduced cardiac contractility. GATA-4 and GATA-6 physically and functionally interact to control the expression of genes essential for cardiac remodeling. In addition, chronic pressure overload drives up the expression of GATA-6 in the mouse heart, concomitant with increased DNA-binding activity. Using GATA-6 fl/fl ::bMHC-cre mice to overcome the embryonic lethality of GATA-6 null mice, Molkentin's group observed attenuation of the hypertrophic response to TAC and Angiotensin II/Phenylephrine infusion [75, 76] .
Connecting external stimuli to the cardiomyocyte signaling cascades and pathologic remodeling Mechanotransduction Mechanotransduction is the process by which the physical contacts of cardiomyocytes are converted into intracellular signals by transmembrane proteins [77, 78] . Extracellular stimuli increase intracellular Ca 2? levels by either promoting its release from intracellular organelles or its entry across the plasma membrane [60] . The plasma membranes of cardiomyocytes bear calcium-permeable cation channels known as the TRPC family of channels. Calcium influx through cardiac TRPC channels mediate calcineurin signaling and subsequently hypertrophy. Studies have been particularly focused on TRPC6, which is increased in hypertrophic hearts. The regulation of TRPC6 is controlled at the transcriptional level by NFAT. Genetically TRPC6 null mice have no detectable cardiac dysfunction at baseline. At baseline, TRPC6 is undetectable in the heart. However, stressors such as neuroendocrine stimulation, isoproterenol stimulation, and TAC-induced overload, levels of TRPC6 mRNA and protein are increased. Clinically, the levels of TRPC6 are increased in failing human hearts. The anti-aging protein, Klotho, is produced by the kidney upon stressful stimuli. Xie et al. demonstrated that Klotho null mice exhibit exaggerated cardiac hypertrophy upon isoproterenol stimulation; overexpression of this soluble protein attenuated the cardiac hypertrophy induced by isoproterenol [60] . Mechanistically, they demonstrated soluble Klotho inhibits TRPC6 currents in isolated cardiomyocytes. Furthermore, they demonstrated that Klotho inhibits TRPC6 action by: (1) inhibition of PI3K-mediated exocytosis of TRPC6 channels (thereby counteracting the effects of agents such as IGF-1). (2) Decreasing the cellsurface concentration of TRPC6.
Analogous to the Frank-Starling mechanism (increased cardiac contractility upon encounter with an increased preload), the Anrep effect describes the enhancement of cardiac contractility upon encounter with an increased afterload [79] . In any case, the cardiomyocyte stretch is mediated by calcium sparks. In their seminal study, Petroff et al. demonstrated that cardiomyocyte stretch induces an increase in Ca 2? -spark frequency via PI(3)K-dependent phosphorylation of both Akt and the endothelial isoform of nitric oxide synthase (NOS). The group proposed that eNOS activation enabled nitric oxide (NO) to function as a second messenger during the cardiomyocyte stretch [80] . It was later demonstrated that cardiomyocyte stretch activates nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate oxidase 2 (NOX2) to cause Ca 2? sparks. More recently, Jian et al. elaborated on the mechanism. Using an innovative ''cellin-gel'' system, they identified nitric oxide synthase 1 (nNOS), CaMKII, and NOX2 as key mediators of mechanosensing pathways that mediate and dictate Ca 2? signaling. With specific reference to the Anrep effect, the net effect of these mediators was increased systolic Ca 2? transient in response to an increased afterload. In this study, the group singled out nNOS as the principal molecule responsible for the afterload-induced spontaneous Ca 2? sparks, as opposed to eNOS which was not responsible for this phenomenon. Current studies are aimed at delineating the roles of eNOS and nNOS in the generation of Ca 2? sparks and mediation of cardiac contractility [81] .
Integrins and mechanotransduction
Guanosine triphosphate (GTP)-binding proteins (also known as GTPases) regulate cell shape, migration, and adhesion. The Ras and Rho GTPase subfamilies mediate cardiac hypertrophy. RhoA transmits signals from the extracellular matrix and certain G-protein coupled receptors to effect adhesion, migration, and gene expression. RhoA is a key integrator of cardiomyocyte signaling, and its exact role appears to be signal and concentration dependent. Using transgenic mice, Xiang et al. demonstrated that moderate RhoA activation in adult mouse cardiomyocytes mediated cardioprotection against ischemia/reperfusion (I/R) injury; conversely cardiac-selective deletion of RhoA led to increased pathology upon I/R injury [82] . In another study, Miyamoto et al. demonstrated that RhoA activation in cardiomyocytes led to the induction of apoptosis and cardiomyopathy [83] .
Integrins are heterodimeric cell-surface receptors that lack intrinsic enzymatic activity; integrins link the extracellular matrix (ECM) to the cytoskeleton at focal adhesion sites, and are integral for cardiomyocyte mechanotransduction. The a-subunit (a1, a3, a4, a6, a7, a10 and a11) confers ECM specificity, whereas b-subunit (b1, b3 and b5) interacts with the cytoplasm in cardiomyocytes. As an example, angiotensin II stimulates cardiomyocyte contraction and adhesion via b1 and avb3 integrins. Stretch activates integrin-mediated signaling via intermediaries such as focal adhesion kinases and integrin-linked kinases. Integrins stimulate GTP binding to RhoA via Rho guanine nucleotide exchange factors (RhoGEFs). Takefuji et al. demonstrated that RhoGEF12 integrates signals from integrins and GPCRs to mediate hypertrophic gene expression and the transition to heart failure [24] . Honing in on the mechanisms of gene expression in hypertrophy, they demonstrated that stretch-induced translocation of MRTF-A, a member of the myocardin family of transcription factors, from the cytoplasm to the nucleus was dependent on RhoGEF12; this corresponded with the expression of the hypertrophic gene program. In vivo, inactivation of RhoGEF12-dependent RhoA activation, protected against the development of hypertrophy development, cardiomyocyte apoptosis, fibrosis, and the development of chronic heart failure.
Integrin-linked kinase (ILK) is a ubiquitous serine/ threonine kinase that serves as a molecular scaffold and transducer of signaling cascades. ILK binds b1-integrin, linking the extracellular matrix to cardiomyocyte remodeling processes [84] . White et al. demonstrated that cardiac-specific deletion of ILK resulted in dilated cardiomyopathy and sudden death at 6 weeks of age; there was decreased AKT phosphorylation and disaggregation of cardiomyocytes [85] . Conversely, overexpression of ILK in a transgenic model led to cardiac hypertrophy [86] . ILK induces nuclear translocation of b-catenin, with subsequent activation of TCF/LEF mediated transcription. In a particularly prolific manuscript, Dedhar's group demonstrated that insulin, via its receptor, activated PI(3)K with subsequent activation of ILK. They additionally demonstrated that ILK phosphorylates GSK-3b and AKT/PKB [87] . More recently, it has been demonstrated that ILK mediates cardiomyocyte force transduction through regulation of SERCA-2a in the human heart [88] .
The PKD1 gene, known for mutations in autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease, encodes Polycystin-1 (PC1), a large membrane glycoprotein [composed of an extracellular domain, 11 transmembrane domains, and an intracellular C-terminus] integral to mechanical sensation. Pedrozo et al. recently demonstrated that the C-terminus of PC-1 physically interacts with, and stabilizes the L-type calcium channel [89] . Deletion of PC-1 in mice resulted in downregulation of the a1C L-type calcium channel and attenuation of pressure overload-induced hypertrophy. Extrapolation of the established role of PC-1 in other cell types as well as in vitro studies implicate PC-1 as a cardiomyocyte mechanosensor that relays extracellular stress into gene expression changes via alteration of intracellular calcium handling. As of yet, there have been no reports on the function of PC-1 in the cardiomyocyte following infarction. The role of PC1 in human cardiomyocyte disorders still remains to be established.
Cardiomyocytes sensing surrounding necrosis
RAGE (receptor for advanced glycation end products) is a pattern recognition receptor, activated by advanced glycation end products (AGEs), and expressed in cardiomyocytes. AGEs are released from necrotic or injured cardiomyocytes; they are the product of nonenzymatic reactions between lipids, sugars, nucleic acids, and the free amino acids of proteins [90] . Interaction of AGEs with their receptor (RAGE) incites the activation of a proinflammatory cascade. RAGE binds to the high-mobility group box 1 (HMGB1) transcription factor in the incitement of this inflammatory cascade [91] . Ablation of RAGE resulted in decreased myocardial necrosis 48 h postischemia-reperfusion injury. Zhu et al. elegantly delineated the co-dependence of the RAGE and b-adrenergic receptor mediated signaling pathways [92] . They demonstrated a physical interaction between RAGE and b1AR [effectively uniting the pattern recognition receptor and the GPCR pathways], and they demonstrated the detrimental effect on cardiomyocytes is mediated by CAMKII. Ablation of RAGE in mice blocked b1AR-mediated cardiac remodeling in response to isoproterenol infusion. The cardiomyocyte post-infarct, exposed to excess catecholamines and potentially hyperglycemia, likely marched along a deleterious pathway via the synergy of b1AR-and RAGE. The production of reactive oxygen species in metabolic disorders such as chronic hyperglycemia contributes to the formation of AGEs. The end-product of the gene transcription in such metabolic disorders includes increased collagen deposition and fibrosis [90] .
Emerging concepts: signals that elicit the transition from hypertrophic cardiomyopathy to dilated cardiomyopathy Prolonged hypertrophic growth often leads to dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM)-a condition in which the heart is enlarged, with a thinner ventricular wall and decreased functions. The molecular cues that herald the transition hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) to dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) and heart failure (HF) are not fully understood.
The lamin A/C (LMNA) gene on chromosome 1q21.2 encodes for lamin A and lamin C; these proteins are located in the nuclear envelope, and are instrumental in nuclear stability, chromatin structure and gene expression [93] . Clinically, the hallmark of LMNA mutation induced cardiomyopathy is the coexistence of dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) and a premature conduction system with an aggressive course that progresses to either death or necessitates cardiac transplant [94] . A-type lamins are thought to be integral to stress-induced transcriptional activity. Embryonic fibroblasts isolated from Lmna -/-mice, under conditions of mechanical strain, demonstrated deranged mechanotransduction in response to strain; furthermore, NF-kappaB response to mechanical and cytokine mediated stimulation was attenuated in these cells [95] . LMNA heterozygous mice develop adult-onset DCM at 18 months of age [96] . LMNA-null mice develop DCM at 4-6 weeks of age without cardiac hypertrophy and succumb to death at 8 weeks of age [97] . Although the nuclear lamina in LMNA-null cardiomyocytes is intact, the nuclei are elongated and lobulated with irregular, central chromatin clumps. In addition, increased cardiomyocyte apoptosis is observed in 4-to 6-week-old LMNA-null heart [98] . Mounkes et al. recapitulated the asparagine-to-lysine substitution at amino acid 195 of LMNA in human dilated cardiomyopathy in a mouse model [Lmna-N195K]. These mice succumbed to dilated cardiomyopathy and arrhythmia, with histologic demonstration of a loss of organization at sarcomeres and intercalated disks [99] . Arimura et al. recapitulated the LMNA H222P missense mutation identified in a case of familial Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy (EDMD) in a mouse model. The Lmna H222P/H222P mice developed dilated hypokinetic ventricular chambers with conduction defects; the mice succumb to death by the age of 26 weeks [100] . In addition to the discovery of the upregulated fibrosis and fetal gene program in the hearts of the Lmna H222P/H222P mice, Worman's group noted upregulation of the MAPK signaling branches (ERK1/2 and JNK). When subjected the Lmna H222P/H222P mice to inhibitors of the MAPK signaling cascade, the investigators were able to attenuate the cardiac defect and the fetal gene program [101, 102] . In sum, there is abundant data emanating from the clinical and basic science worlds to fuel the notion that LMNA and its interacting proteins are at the nexus of cardiomyocyte sensation of the transition to pathologic remodeling.
Studies from our laboratory have demonstrated LMNA interacts genetically with a cardiac-specific protein named CIP (cardiac Isl1-interacting protein) [103, 104] . The CIP transcript has multiple alternative slicing-produced isoforms, including a recently reported protein called MLIP (muscle-enriched A-type lamin interacting protein) [105] . It is demonstrated that the expression of CIP is decreased in adverse remodeling in the heart. Loss of CIP accelerated the development of DCM; in contradistinction, overexpression of CIP attenuated cardiac hypertrophy in a pressure overload model. Intriguingly, the expression of CIP was markedly reduced in dilated hearts but not in hypertrophic hearts. CIP-null mice are phenotypically normal at baseline. However, the CIP-null mice develop a dramatic cardiac dilation with an enlarged lumen and reduced wall thickness of the left ventricle after 6 weeks of transverse aortic constriction (TAC), while the control hearts are still in the hypertrophic growth phase. Following cardiac injury/stress, the CIP-null mice developed DCM at time points earlier than control mice. Together, these results suggest that CIP negatively regulates cardiac hypertrophy. Given the accelerated progression from cardiac hypertrophy to dilation cardiomyopathy under stress, we propose that CIP may function as a cellular sensor of mechanical and/or pathophysiological stimuli. Together, these studies demonstrated a genetic and physical interaction between CIP and LMNA; neither one of the proteins affected the expression of the other. Given the location of CIP and LMNA on the nuclear envelope, we propose that they respond to mechanic and/or pathological stresses to modulate cardiac function. Alternatively, CIP is also located in the cytoplasm, leaving it in a key location to integrate extracellular and cytoplasmic signals into the nucleus, with the end result of gene expression modulation. microRNAs and cardiac remodeling microRNAs (miRNAs) are small RNAs that inhibit the expression of downstream genes through translational repression or mRNA degradation by base-pairing with mRNA transcripts. miRNAs serve to ''fine-tune'' gene expression. The reader is referred to comprehensive reviews for further information [106] [107] [108] [109] . As an example of the pivotal role microRNAs in cardiac remodeling, our lab demonstrated that the cardiac and skeletal muscle-enriched microRNA-22 (miR-22) is upregulated during myocyte differentiation and cardiomyocyte hypertrophy. Overexpression of miR-22 was sufficient to induce cardiomyocyte hypertrophy. We demonstrated that cardiac miR-22 was essential for hypertrophic cardiac growth in response to stress [110, 111] . Deletion of miR-22 attenuated cardiac hypertrophy and cardiac remodeling in response to isoproterenol infusion and an activated calcineurin transgene. We identified Sirt1 and Hdac4 as miR-22 targets in the heart. Most recently, we uncovered a linear genetic pathway involving miR-208a and its target in the regulation of cardiac contractile gene expression and cardiac function, highlighting the previously underestimated significance of miRNAs in cardiac function and remodeling [112] . In a particularly provocative study, Liu et al. demonstrated that miR-222 is upregulated by exercise and effectively represses pathologic cardiac remodeling [113] [114] [115] . Experimentally, transgenic mice bearing miR-222 were protected against adverse ventricular remodeling and cardiac dysfunction after ischemic injury. Mice genetically null for miR-222 developed dilated cardiomyopathy under conditions of stress [116] . The putative miR-222 targets have been identified as the cell-cycle inhibitor p27, HIPK-1, HIPK-2, and Hmbox1. It has become more and more evident that miRNAs are a class of novel molecules with great potential to be biomarkers and therapeutic targets for cardiac diseases.
The factors that dictate ventricular remodeling: focusing on the implications on the transition from compensated hypertrophy to decompensated heart failure Physiology of the failing heart Under conditions of health, increased cardiac preload leads to increased myocardial contractility and subsequent cardiac output (the Frank-Starling Law). In heart failure, an excessive preload overwhelms the contractility of the heart, resulting in decreased cardiac output. Decompensated heart failure is defined as the failure of the heart to balance venous return with cardiac output. The end result is a failure of the heart to meet the perfusion and metabolic requirements of the peripheral organs and tissues. This process is depicted as a vicious circle, in which the reduced cardiac output results in lowered renal oxygen delivery, fluid congestion in the lungs, and activation of neurohormonal signaling. Specifically, the renin-angiotensinaldosterone system and vasopressin secretion increase tubular sodium reabsorption and fluid reabsorption (Fig. 3) ; hence, these pathways are pharmacologically targeted in the management of decompensated heart failure [117] . Fig. 3 Physiology of the failing heart. An excess load chronically imposed the heart results in failure to satisfy the metabolic requirements of end organ tissues, afflicting the patient with pulmonary edema and excess fluid and sodium retention. *RAAS reninangiotensin-aldosterone system Alterations in excitation contraction coupling Excitation contraction coupling refers to the process by which calcium ions lead to cardiomyocyte action potential (excitation) and contraction followed by relaxation. Heart failure is characterized by pathologic handling of calcium. Transverse tubules (T-tubules) are located along the Z-line of myofibrils, and are critical for synchronous contraction of cardiomyocytes via mediation of the release of calcium ions from the sarcoplasmic reticulum [9] . This loss and reorganization of the T-tubule system is an early event in compensated hypertrophy. Global spread of this process, with resultant massive T-tubule disruption, from the left ventricle to the right ventricle characterizes the transition from compensated hypertrophy to early and late heart failure [118] . Ca 2? influx through L-type Ca 2? channels in T-tubules triggers Ca 2? release from ryanodine receptors in the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR). Ordered excitation-contraction relies on the integrity of this cascade. Junctional membrane complexes are the intersection of plasma membrane and the sarcoplasmic reticulum. Junctophilin 2 (JP2) bridges the plasma membrane and SR, and is essential for T-tubule maturation [119] . At a histologic level, there is documented downregulation of JP2 in the hearts of humans who have succumbed to hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, dilated cardiomyopathy, and ischemic cardiomyopathy [120] . Experimentally, knockdown or silencing of JP2 results is disorganization and loss of T-tubules, culminating in heart failure and death. Conversely, overexpression of JP2 protects the mouse against pressure overload-induced heart failure while preserving the integrity of the T-tubule. MicroRNA-24 (miR-24) is upregulated during cardiac hypertrophy and cardiac failure, as determined histologically from patient samples as well as experimentally. miR-24 has been demonstrated to downregulate JP-2. Using an antagomir directly against miR-24 in vivo in a TAC model, Li et al. demonstrated that silencing of miR-24 prevented the transition from compensated hypertrophy to decompensated hypertrophy [121] . The suppression of miR-24 did not prevent the development of cardiac hypertrophy; in contradistinction, suppression of miR-24 protected the integrity of the T-tubule-SR junction and the progression to decompensated failure. Importantly, the suppression of miR-24 allowed maintenance (normal) expression of JP2, fueling the speculation that this axis is critical to the dysregulation of excitation-contraction coupling in the transition from compensated hypertrophy to decompensated failure.
Contractile proteins in cardiac remodeling
b-Myosin heavy chain (bMyHC) mutations are one of the finite identified anomalies in dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM); similarly, the gene is mutated in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM). Two major cardiac MyHC isoforms are encoded by genes located on chromosome 14: MYH6 encodes aMyHC and MYH7 encodes bMyHC. Human adult hearts express predominantly bMyHC, whereas aMyHC is expressed during heart development. In non-failing human hearts, aMyHC mRNA constitutes about a third of MHC mRNA in the myocardium; in the failing heart, aMyHC mRNA levels drop to *2 % of the MHC mRNA within the myocardium. In contradistinction, bMyHC is upregulated in the failing heart [122] . This is an essential core of re-induction of fetal gene expression that is characteristic of the failing adult heart. Transcriptional and epigenetic regulation governs the expression of Myh6 and Myh7 genes [16] . Of note and potentially confusing matters, aMyHC is the predominant isoform in the rodent heart. In the failing rodent heart, there is an increased expression of bMyHC with decreased expression of aMyHC. Our group and others have demonstrated that miR-208a and miR-208b encoded by introns of Myh6 and Myh7, respectively, have also been involved in the regulation of a/b-MHC expression in pathological cardiac hypertrophy [123, 124] . Van Rooj et al. demonstrated that the inhibition of miR-208a by systemic delivery of locked nucleic acid-modified antisense oligonucleotide prevented cardiac remodeling in a rat model of LV failure. This technology also prevented pathological myosin switching and cardiac remodeling, while improving cardiac function [123] .
In contradistinction to the left ventricle, which can be maintained in a compensated hypertrophied state for years/ decades before decompensation or transition to dilated cardiomyopathy, the right ventricle has a far narrower adaptive capacity. While investigating the transition from compensated right ventricular hypertrophy (cRVH) to decompensated right ventricular hypertrophy (dRVH), Michelakis's group demonstrated a progressively decreasing level of miR-208a in RVH (in contrast to that described for LVH). The decreased miR-208a correlated with increased expression of bMyHC. The progressively declining miR-208a ultimately inhibits expression of the transcription factor Mef-2 (critical for the development of the RV and maintenance of the compensated fetal hypertrophy state), thus precipitating the exit from compensated RVH to decompensated RVH [125, 126] . A theme proposed by these authors, in concurrence with abundant literature, is that inflammatory cytokines (TNFa in particular) is the driving precipitant of this decompensation.
Cytoskeletal proteins in cardiac remodeling
In addition to myosin, cardiomyocyte cytoskeleton consists of actin, desmin, titin, and microtubules (formed by the polymerization of a-and b-tubulin dimers). During heart failure, there is a disfiguration of the cytoskeletal arrangement, and this may have broad impact on mechanosensation, the structural remodeling leads to altered localization of the mitochondria, with resultant aberrant excitation-contraction coupling and intracellular calcium handling [127] . The microtubules, in particular, are subjected to chemotherapy (taxol) mediated cardiotoxicity [128] . At human autopsy as well as experimentally, the failed heart is characterized by an increase in microtubule density (microtubule densification) [129] . In Cooper's original observations [130, 131] , the group demonstrated marked pronouncement of microtubule densification during the transition from compensated hypertrophy (either RVH or LVH) to decompensated heart failure. The group later demonstrated that microtubule densification during the transition to decompensated heart failure was mediated by the stabilizing effects of dephosphorylated microtubule-associated protein (MAP4) [132] .
Metabolic remodeling in the failing heart
A hallmark of the failing heart is a reversion to fetal metabolism (the use of glucose as the primary source of energy). The use of carbohydrate as the major fuel source allows the fetal heart to withstand a low oxygen environment, a rapidly increasing hemodynamic burden, as well as the stimuli for growth. There is a rapid transition to fatty acid oxidation shortly after birth. Indeed, the adult heart is capable of utilizing all energy substrates (carbohydrate, lipid, amino acid, and ketone bodies), but the fatty acid oxidation is the key means of energy provision. Specifically, fatty acid oxidation yields *2/3 of the ATP requirements, with *1/3 of the requirements being yielded by glucose oxidation. In the failing heart, however, there is a metabolic re-programming imparted perhaps by the fetal gene program that promotes a reversion back to the use of glucose as the major energy provision. This reversion not only impacts myocardial energetics, but also impacts contractility [40, 133] .
The cardiomyocyte mitochondrion is the ''powerhouse'' responsible for regulating calcium homeostasis, effecting cellular death pathways, and generating 95 % of the ATP via oxidative phosphorylation. The metabolites of fatty acid oxidation (fatty acyl-CoA) and carbohydrates (pyruvate) fuel the mitochondria [134] . The failing heart is characterized by decreased fatty acid and glucose oxidation, culminating in energy deficit. The decrease in fatty acid oxidation has been linked to decreases in the fatty acid oxidative enzymes in the diseased state.
The peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor family (PPARa, b/d, c) of nuclear receptor transcription factors regulate cardiac metabolism, pertinently, fatty acid utilization. PPARs and their coactivator protein PGC-1a are integral to the metabolic state of the healthy and diseased cardiomyocyte. PPAR isoforms heterodimerize with the retinoid X receptor (RXR) and bind PPAR response element (PPRE) to modulate transcription [135] . PPARa, highly expressed in the myocardium, regulates fatty acid transport and fatty acid oxidation pathways. The ligand binding domain of PPARa responds to changes in substrate availability [long-chain fatty acids and phospholipids are thought to serve as endogenous ligands]. In obesity and metabolic disorders, elevated levels of circulating free fatty acids modulate cardiac PPARa [136, 137] . Intriguingly, PPARa expression is decreased in human heart failure and animal models of pressure overload-induced cardiac hypertrophy; corresponding to the metabolic shift from fatty acid oxidation to glucose metabolism that occurs during the transition to cardiac hypertrophy and heart failure. Haemmerle et al. elegantly demonstrated that the activation of cardiac PPAR-a-PGC-1 complex is regulated by lipolytic catabolism of cellular triglyceride depots. The resulting signaling cascade regulates mitochondrial biogenesis, fatty acid metabolism and transport [124] [125] [126] .
Mitochondria and mitochondrial remodeling in decompensated heart failure As discussed above, the biogenesis and function of mitochondria play a key role during metabolic remodeling of failing hearts. The mitochondrion is integral to energy transduction, ATP production, and calcium regulation. Mitochondria occupy 40 % of the cardiomyocyte cytoplasm, with enclaves beneath the sarcolemma (subsarcolemmal mitochondria) or within the contractile apparatus (interfibrillar mitochondria) [138] [139] [140] . The healthy human heart generates an astounding 6-30 kg of ATP per day in the quest to adapt to changes in demand. As above, myocardial contraction and relaxation are both highly regulated processes (and thus energy-requiring). This ATP generation is performed with little change in the intracellular ATP concentration (irrespective of the imposed workload), leaving the cell with little beat-to-beat reserve [135] [136] [137] [138] [139] . Oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) generates [95 % of the ATP in the adult myocardium. The failing heart is characterized by an inability to adapt and meet the energy requirements demanded. The failed heart is characterized by energy deficit. In animal models and in explanted human hearts, it is noted that cardiomyocyte mitochondria are altered in size, shape, DNA content, and number [138] [139] [140] . As an example, in the rat model of aortic constriction induced hypertrophy, there is increased mitochondrial size and mitochondrial DNA replication [141] . Changes in mitochondrial morphology and mitochondrial number are driven by the transcription of both mitochondrial and nuclear DNA. Peroxisome proliferatoractivated receptor gamma coactivator (PGC-1a) is critical to the synchronization of the two genomes. During compensated hypertrophy, the energy requirement of the hypertrophied cardiomyocyte is satisfied by mitochondrial biogenesis. In striking contradistinction, there is a downregulation of the master synchronizer PGC-1a, electron transport complex enzymes, and the entire mitochondrial biogenesis pathway in the experimental models of decompensated heart failure [142] .
During oxidative phosphorylation, oxygen serves as a low-energy electron acceptor of electrons derived from NADH and FADH2. The energy derived from oxidation/ reduction reactions drives the phosphorylation of ADP to ATP. During this process, the electrons passage through the electron transport chain; the energy yielded from these series of reactions drive ATP synthesis [143] . In heart failure, there is a shift toward glucose oxidation from fatty acid oxidation. This metabolic remodeling in the failing heart is thought to underlie the energy deficiency. As alluded to above, defects in the electron transport chain and fatty acid metabolite transport machinery, in addition to dysregulated PPAR and PGC-1 transcriptional activity, may be responsible for the reduction in fatty acid oxidation.
In cardiomyocytes derived from the failing heart, the calcium loses its orderly localized confinement. There is displacement of the subsarcolemmal mitochondria as a consequence of the altered myocardial stiffness and architecture. It is proposed that the altered configuration of the mitochondria and microtubules alters mitochondrial mechanosensor domains, with resultant abnormal calcium release in decompensated heart failure [127] . Endoplasmic reticulum release of calcium directly modulates mitochondria activity and function. Increased calcium concentration within the mitochondrion increases NADH and ATP production, and activates mitochondrial metabolic enzymes. Calcium-and phospholipid-mediated activation of PKCa modulates the level of oxidative phosphorylation. In an animal model, in which the investigators used cardiac-specific expression of calcineurin to exemplify compensated heart failure which subsequently progressed to heart failure, it is noted that the subsarcolemmal mitochondria exhibit decreased oxidative phosphorylation and increased superoxide production [144] .
Defects in the electron transport chain and phosphorylation apparatus have been described in both humans and experimental animal models of heart failure, however, how this bears out to the development and progression of HF remains to be established [140] . Indeed, Hamilton's group isolated mitochondria from failing ventricles and determined that the mitochondria are capable of coupled respiration when supplied with external substrate, leading one to postulate whether there are issues with regard to substrate uptake and metabolism that contribute to the pathogenesis of heart failure [145] .
Fatty acids, the preferred metabolic fuel for the healthy adult heart, are metabolized to acetyl-CoA which enters the Krebs cycle, generating further amounts of NADH and FADH 2 . The less utilized substrate in times of health, glucose, is metabolized via the glycolytic pathway producing pyruvate. The pyruvate enters the Krebs cycle, similarly producing NADH and FADH 2 . The NADH and FADH 2 enter into the electron transport chain, yielding ATP by oxidative phosphorylation in the mitochondria. Oxygen is the acceptor of low-energy electrons, and is critical to the function of the electron transport chain [146] . Under physiologic conditions, the aforementioned processes are synchronized (coupled). However, oxidative phosphorylation yields reactive oxygen species (ROS) byproducts, such as ÁO 2 -(superoxide anion radical), H 2 O 2 (hydrogen peroxide), and ÁOH (hydroxyl radical). Electron leakage from the ETC generates ÁO 2 -. The generation of these ROS is exaggerated under conditions of imbalanced oxidant/antioxidant ratios. Detailed discussion of the mechanism and biochemistry of ROS is beyond the scope of this review, and the reader is referred to comprehensive reviews [146, 147] [149] . In addition to the mitochondria, other sources of ROS production in the heart include NAD(P)H oxidases, cytochrome P450, and xanthine oxidase. Indeed, ROS at a regulated level mediate critical processes such as excitation-contraction coupling, calcium release, and cardiomyocyte growth. However, upon excess ROS production with an overwhelming of the antioxidant system, the cardiomyocyte is subjected to oxidative stress. This pathologic process is exacerbated under conditions of inflammation (TNFa and IL-1 stimulation), pathologic neurohormonal stimulation, and exuberant angiotensin (Ang) II stimulation [9, 150, 151] . Angiotensin II is thought to mediate cardiac hypertrophy via production of ROS and a subsequent deleterious gene transcription program mediated by NF-jB and AP-1 [146] . In a particularly provocative study, Rabinovitch and colleagues [152] demonstrated that mitochondrial ROS was critical to the Ang II mediated cardiac hypertrophy. They further demonstrated that targeting catalase specifically to the mitochondria, ameliorated LV hypertrophy, fibrosis and diastolic dysfunction induced by 4 weeks of Ang II. These effects were not seen when the catalase was overexpressed peroxisomes, reinforcing the essential role of mitochondrial ROS in the pathologic process. A vicious cycle of events is proposed, in which the ROS cause perturbation of mitochondrial DNA, further propagating ROS. When compounded by persistent Ang II and its mediation of ROS production, the hypertrophied heart may transition to decompensated heart failure.
Conclusion and future directions
In the past two decades, the key signaling pathways and molecular integrators of adverse cardiac remodeling have been identified. An acquisition of detailed knowledge regarding the mechanisms by which adult cardiomyocytes sense and are directed to activate these deleterious signaling cascades will enable timely and targeted therapy. The arsenal for preventing adverse remodeling consists of beta-blockers, ACE-inhibitors, and angiotensin-receptor blockers, mineralocorticoid receptor blockers, hydralazine, nitrates, and cardiac resynchronization therapy. This leaves the vast majority of signaling cascades highlighted in this article untouched. Specifically, the LMNA/RhoA/MRTF-A/SRF, MAPK, calcineurin-NFAT, and IGF1-PI3K-Akt cascades remain untouched pharmacologically. The data thus far suggest that the switch between physiological hypertrophy and pathologic hypertrophy is made at the nuclear level. Further data will have to either prove or disprove this notion. As of yet, there have been no reports directly implicating miRNA as mechanosensors in the cardiomyocyte.
We have yet to exploit the potential of recently described proteins such as CIP and PC1 in cardiac remodeling and disease. The factors that facilitate the cardiomyocyte to a remodeled state are likely at work in the clinically devastating and costly decompensated states. Therefore, there is much room for expansion in the therapeutic strategies against cardiomyocyte remodeling and decompensated heart failure. For example, abnormal calcium handling has a footprint in the diseased myocardium; the clinically relevant arrhythmogenic and decompensated heart failure states are mediated by aberrant calcium handling. Pharmacologically, in the instance of decompensated heart failure, there has been a paradigm switch; the focus has transitioned from ''calcium mobilizers'' to ''calcium sensitizers,'' in essence forgoing the iatrogenic risks associated with changing intracellular calcium levels [153] . In Europe, the calcium sensitizing agent, levosimendan, is recommended as firstline therapy for the patient in decompensated heart failure who receives beta-blockade and whose urinary output is low in the face of diuretic therapy. This agent stabilizes troponin C, prolonging its binding to calcium, and thus prolonging systolic actin-myosin interaction with the outcome of increased myocardial contractility. This agent has yet to be used in the USA [154] . Omecamtiv mecarbil belongs to a novel class of agents known as cardiac myosin activators. The drug binds directly to b-myosin heavy chain and increases the transition rate of myosin into the actinbound force-generating state, thus enhancing cardiac contractility. This action is accomplished without raising levels of intracellular calcium [155, 156] . Thiazolidinediones (TZDs) activate peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma (PPARc) and are widely used in the therapy of diabetes mellitus II. However, they have been demonstrated to promote edema and exacerbated congestive heart failure likely as a result of renal tubular reabsorption of sodium. Fueled by the observations that 25 % of heart failure patients with reduced ejection fraction exhibit hyperuricemia, the investigators of the EXACT-HF trial sought to quell Xanthine oxidase, a potential source of oxidative stress using Allopurinol. Unfortunately, this therapy failed to demonstrate any clinical benefit yielded by the drug. Nonetheless, this study serves as only one of the initial steps in targeting aberrant ROS production and deleterious effects [157] . Although an agent acting upon the GSK-3 molecule is currently used in psychiatric disorders such as bipolar disorder (Lithium), one can imagine complications such as nephrogenic diabetes insipidus and mood alteration being limitations to the use of this drug in cardiac pathologies. Provided we are armed with the specific pharmacologic agents targeting the intended isoform, we have yet to tap into the potential of GSK-3 inhibitors and activators. As of now, it can be stated that the surgical and mechanical technology have excelled in the therapy of both preventing remodeling and the same deleterious forces from the progression to decompensated heart failure. Although there have been vigorous attempts to intervene on some of the pathways detailed above, we have yet to make pharmaceutical advances with regard to factors at the cytoplasm/nucleus interface, nuclear integrators, and microRNA.
